PRESS RELEASE

Cologne, 25 January 2019

DEUTZ showcasing two new engines (D1.2 / D1.7) at the 2019
World of Concrete
DEUTZ at World of Concrete in Las Vegas
New diesel engines complement offering in the sub-19 kW power range
DEUTZ Corporation and Kukje Machinery Co. sign memorandum of understanding

DEUTZ Corporation, the US subsidiary of DEUTZ based in Norcross, Georgia, is
showcasing its growing range of engines at the World of Concrete trade fair in Las Vegas
from 22 to 25 January 2019. This year’s highlight are two new diesel engines (D1.2 / D1.7)
in the sub-19 kW power range. DEUTZ Corporation is procuring them from Kukje
Machinery Co. and will market them under its own brand name from the second quarter of
2019 onwards. The companies have signed a memorandum of understanding to this effect
and are envisaging a long-term partnership. This agreement takes DEUTZ a further step
closer towards creating a modular product kit and expands its offering in the sub-19 kW
power range. The engines also open up opportunities for new applications and – together
with electric and hybrid concepts – represent a further response to the current market trend
towards downsizing.

The two compact three-cylinder engines with a capacity of 1.2 and 1.7 litres will initially be
available in the Americas. They are designed to meet the demands of a growing number of
customers who want to efficiently power machines like small aerial platforms, trenching
equipment and mini skid-steer loaders, pump applications and lawn and garden equipment.
Both will be DEUTZ-branded and fully supported by the DEUTZ service network.
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“We foresee a greater demand for smaller and more efficient engines in this power range,”
says Robert Mann, President and CEO of DEUTZ Corporation. “The D1.2 and D1.7 are
simple and affordable engines that meet the latest emissions standards, both in North
America and in the EU.”

The small diesel engines deliver exceptionally high torque that is usually only available in
models with a higher power output. They represent an additional option from DEUTZ,
alongside its full-hybrid engines, in response to the downsizing trend. DEUTZ will also be
exhibiting proven performers such as the TCD 2.9, TD 3.6 Power Pack, TCD 16.0 and
D2011 Xchange diesel engines on stand N1837 at the World of Concrete.

Additional information about DEUTZ Corporation and its complete line of drive systems for
the American market is available at www.deutzamericas.com.

Caption: DEUTZ D1.2.
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About DEUTZ AG
DEUTZ AG, a publicly traded company headquartered in Cologne, Germany, is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of innovative drive systems. Its core competences are the development, production,
distribution and servicing of diesel, gas and electric engines for professional applications. It offers a range of
engines with capacities ranging from 19 kW to 620 kW that are used in construction equipment, agricultural
machinery, material handling equipment, stationary equipment, commercial vehicles, rail vehicles and other
applications. DEUTZ has around 4,000 employees worldwide and over 800 sales and service partners in
more than 130 countries, and in 2017 generated revenue of €1,479.1 million.

Further information is available at www.deutz.com.
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